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Abstract
Characters of celestial line of position plotted on chart of Lambert conformal conic
projection, e. g. ICAO WAC one millionth, are investigated. Error of length of the
intercept caused by neglect of change in the magnification along meridian, error of the
position of intercept terminal caused by the difference between straight line intercept
and great circle intercept, and error of the direction of position line due to the convergency of meridians. give final effect of less than second order infinitesimal to the
position of ship or aircraft, and are practically negligible even in high latitude or for
high speed air navigation, in which cases the ordinary position line on Mercator chart
gives serious error.

1. Introduction
When we plot a line of position obtained from the observation of celestial object,
follo.:.Ving errors are inevitable due to the projection of chart, i. e.
(1). Length of intercept is taken from the latitude graduation shown on the
margin of sheet or along. some meridians, and this length cannot be applied to other
portion of the chart sheet owing to the gradual change in the magnification along
meridian.
(2). Position of the terminal of intercept plotted as straight line does not situate
on the true circle of position, because intercept should be substantially a part of great
circle which connects the assumed (or D. R.) position and the geographical position
of the observed celestial object.
(3). Azimuth of position line plotted perpendicular to the straight line intercept
does not represent the true direction of position line due to the convergency of
meridians, and
( 4). Line of position is clearly an approximation of circle of P.osition.
The author treated above errors on Mercator chart (1956) and on stereogra1Jhic
projection (1957), respectively, and obtained the following results:
(i). Mercator projection.
Error of the len~th of intercept I taken from the latitude graduation on the margin
of chart, applying the points of divider to latitude q; and q; +I, respectively, is
J2
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A I= - - (1-cos Z) tan q; sec q;,
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error of the position of terminal of straight line intercept from that of great cil'cle
intercept is
A q;

.

=--I22-

sin 2· Ztan q;,

A A=_I:_ sin Z cos Z tan
2

<p

sec <p,

and error of the azimuth of position line arising from the convergency of meridian is
AZ= I sin Z ta.n q;.
(ii). Stereographic projection.
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.Similarly as above

A I= - ~ (1-cos Z) cos ip,
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ip

= - - - sin2 Z cos ip,
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A ..l =-- Slll Z cos Z,
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A Z=-I_ sinZcos ip.
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For the Mercator projection, the final error to the position of ship or ~ircraft can
be neglected for latitude lower than 70° for general case. For the. stereographic:
projection, the error of the position is far smaller than that on the ,Mercator chart in
higher latitude, about one tenth at 70° and one hundredth at 85°.
Lambert conformal conic projection with two standard parallels, which.· is adopted
by ICAO and other aeronautical charts for latitude below 80°,. niay be considered to
be superir to the other two conformal projections mentioned ab~ve with respect to the
errors of same kinds for middle-high latitude, i.e. 60°-80°. Moreover, longer intercept may occur for the high speed navigation by mod.em aircraft such as jet plane,
even in lower latitude, and the above errors may becpme somewhat effective on the
Mercator chart. In this case, too, 'the ·superiority of the Lambert conformal conic
projection may be expected.
In . the following sections, the characters of the celestial position line on· the
Lambert conformal' conic projection, mainly on ICAO WAC one millionth, shall be
treated in turn/ so as to examine the availability· of this. projection for the ast~onomical
navigation.
2. Basic Formulae
(i). Notation .
..l, ip
longitude and latitude
I, Z
length and azimuth of intercept
a
latitude of geographical position of celestial object
k
magnification of chart
constant of cone
-r
meridional. part
(ii). Mapping equations of Lambert conformal conic projection with two standard
parallels ip 1 , ip 2 , taking the oiigin at the pole, and assuming the earth to be spherical:
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log cos ip 1 -log cos ip 2 .......................... : ........................................ ( 5)
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k=l1sec ip
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(iii). Relation between constant of cone l and latitude ip.
If we denote the middle latitude of standard parallels by 'Po, and the distance
between them by 2p , namely
1
'7'0=2('7'1+'7'2), '7'1=.Po-P, '7'2=.Po+P"""'."""""""'"""'""''"'"·':"'"""( 7)

then we have
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logcostp 1=logcoS(tp 0 -P)=logcoStp 0 {l+(ptantp 0 -
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=logcostp 0 +log{1+(ptantp 0 -
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=log cos 'Po+ p tan
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tantp 0) }

sec 2 'Po + -- tan 'Po sec 2 'Po
3
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tp 0 - --

and sipiilarly

log cos tp 2 =log cos tp 0 - p tan tp 0 - - - sec 2 tp 0 - - - tan 'Po sec 2 'Po
then we obtain the expansion formula of the numerator of the constant ·of cone (5)
log cos 'Pi -log cos tp 2 =2P tan 'Po+..!pa tan 'Po sec 2 'Po .............................. ( 8)
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On the other hand, for the denominator of (5)
?'1=gd

~1

=gd

1P1=gd
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'Po -P sec 'Po+-- tan 'Po sec tp 0 - -- sec tp 0 (S~C 2 tp 0 +tan2 'Po)

and similarly
?' 2=gd

-1

p2

pa

'Po+P sec 'Po+-- tan 'Po sec 'Po+-- sec tp 0 (sec 2 'Po+tan2 'Po)
6
2

then we obtain
?' 2-?'1 =2P sec 'Po+·_p~ sec tp 0(sec2 1Po+tan2 'Po) ............................ :....... ( 9)
. 3
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Substituting (8) and (9) into (5) we have the constant of cone

tan 'Po+ .P

2

3

tan 'Po sec 2 'Po

l= sectp 0{l+L(seC2 tp 0 +tan2'Po)L
6

)

2
=(sin 'Po+-1 sin 'Po sec2 'Po){ 1 =sin 'Po+

P:

2

~

2
(sec 2 'Po+tan q} 0}

sin 'Po ............................................................ '. ........... (10)

For WAC 1:1000 000, P=80'=0.0233 radian, then .P2 ·. 0.0005, therefore we have
l =sin 'Po+0.00009 sin 'Po ..................................................................... (11)
This formula can be hold to sixth decimal even for sheroid.
Formula (10) can be rewritten referring to the standard parallel 'Pi
l =Sin ('Pi+.P) +L sin
6

=Sintp 1+pcoStp 1 -

p;

~1
sin'P1"""""""'""""""""""""""~ ................ (12)

similarly for 'P2
l =sin tp -jJ cos tp 2 -L sin tp 2 ........................................................... -(13)
2
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As we have done in the above treatments, the expansion in series is performed to
the second order in accordance with the necessary and possible accuracy of astronomical
navigation, and the assumption of spherical earth also follows this condition.
3: Length of Intercept
Since the m3<gnification is adjusted to be equal to unit on each standard parallel,
i.e.
k 1 =k2 =lKe

-t?'1

sec tp 1 =lKe

-e?'a

sec tp 2=1,

we can express
k

!Ke
l Ke

-t ?'

sectp
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sec 'Pi
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= e
sec
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............................................. (14).

If we put q;i=q;i1+a:, by analogous procedure to obtain the equation preceeding
(9) we have
a:2
'Z'-?" 1=a: sec q;i 1+--sec q;i 1 tan q;i 1
2

therefore

el ( 'Z' -

'Z' i)

l 1a: 2 sec q;i t an q;i +- 112a: 2 sec 2 q;i .................... •·(15)
= 1 - l a: sec q;i 1 - 1
1
1
2
2

And
2
sec q;>
__c_o_s...:.q;i-=-1-.-=l+a: tan q;i 1+-a:--(sec2 q;i 1+tan 2 q;i 1) .................. (16)
sec q;i 1
cos(q;i 1+a:)
2
Substituting (15) and (16) into (14)
k= 1-la: sec q;i 1 +a: tan q;i 1-1-la: 2 sec .p 1 tan .p 1-la: 2 sec q;i 1 tan .p1
.2

+ ; a: 2( sec2 q;i 1+ tan2 q;i 1) +

!l

2a: 2 sec2 q;i 1

Now from (12) we have finally the expansion formula of the magnification. referring
to parallel q;i1
2

k=l--.a:p+ ~
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Analogously we have for parallel

q;> 2

.
.
k=l+a:P+- .................................................................................
(18)
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For WAC 1:1000 000, these formulae become
a:2
k=l+:0.02327a:+-2- ................................................................ , ....... (19)
where sign - refers to q;>i, .and + to q;> 2 • Formula (19) may be hold to fifth decimal
for spheroid. In this case k varies from 0.99973 at q;> 0 to 1.0007 at q;> 0 +2° 30' through
1.00034 or 1.00035 at q;i 0 +2°.
Therefore, the length of intercept taken from the latitude graduation ,along the
meridian. may be applied to any other portion of the same chart without any actual
effect to the true length.

4. Position of Terminal of Intercept
Suppose, for convenience, that longitude is measured from the meridian on which
the assumed (or D.R.) position A. situates. If we plot the straight line intercept A~
(I, Z), the rectangi;ilar coordinates of F are (Fig. 1)
XF=XA+ Ax=xA-IcoSZ)
·r .................. c20)
y
YF=YA + Ay=
+I sin ZJ
From (1) and (2), we have
x2+y2=r2K2e -2t't'

then we have the expression of meridional part -r
in terms of x and y
fr=log K-1- Iog (x2+y2),

F
0

2

whence

A.

x

Fig. 1
-l A'Z'=D,,,Ax+DyA'y+

~D,,,xAx 2 +Dx11 Ax Ay+ ;DvyAy 2 ................ : .... (21)

where D,,,, Dy,. ..... denote the partial derivatives of i log (x 2+y 2) with x and y_,
therefore
cos lA

r
D,,,,,,=

=

y
sin
Dy- x2+y2
--lAr

cos 2!A
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sin 2lA

(x2+y2)2
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--~-=-·---
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cos 2 lJ.
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'Since lAA=O, these quantities become
1
1
D.,=-,
1

D,,.,= -~,

D'!l=O,

1

Dx'!f=O,

D'!l'!l=-~

I

Renee we have the difference of r between A and '.F
A
_ ·Ax+ (.&x 2-.&y 2)
IcosZ + J2(cos 2 Z-sin2Z)
2
T'FA-- l1A
2lrA
lrA . .
2l1A 2
by (20).

From (3) ~=gd r, we have
A~

Ar2

.

= Ar cos ~ - - - sin ~ cos
2

~

Then the difference of latitude between A and. F is
A~FA=~F-~A= AT'FA cos ~A-

AT'FA2
sin ~A cos ~A
2

={JcosZ+J2(cos 2Z-sin2 Z)lcos
l1A

.

J

2lrA2

~A

2
_ _£__ cos Z s'n
2

f2rA2

1

~A
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From (6), (10) and (17) we may consider practically r=cot~, and finally we obtain
]2
•
.
A ~FA =fcosZ---s1n2 Ztan ~

2

,;,, ..................................................... (22)
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Again from (1) we have
lJ.=tan -l_L
x
whence

1

where D.,, D'!/,. ..... denote. the partial derivatives of tan-. Lx
D _ _ sin l J.

,,-

r

_ sin 2lA
D .,,,r2
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D'!I

D,,'!I=

with x and y, therefore

cos l J.

r

cos 2lJ.
12

D _

sin 2lJ.

'!/'!/--

r2

:Since lJ.A=O, these quantities become
1
D'!I=--,
Dx'!f= - -1- , D.,=D,,,,=D'!l'!l=O
fA

r2A

:Substituting these into (23) we have finally the expre·ssion of the difference of longitude
between A and F
cos ~A A ).FA =COS~ A(J.F-J.A)=lsin z+1 2 sin Zcos Ztan ~ .................. (24)
On the· other hand, intercept is substantially a part of great circle which connects
the assumed (or D.R.) positfon and the geographical po.sition of celestial object. Therefore, if we consider the spherical triangle PF A on the earth's surface, we obtain
,.-...

J2
2

A~FA=lcosZ---sin 2 Ztan~
cos~

A J.u=Jsin Z+l2 sin Zcos Z tan~
Both of these formulae are completely coincident with (22) and (24), respectively,
leaving no terms of I or 12 , which appear in the analogous formulae for Mercator-

.and stereographic projections shown in introduction.
5. Direction of Line of Position
The azimuth of the straight line intercept AF at its terminal F is (Fig. 2)
ZF=ZA+ A ZFA7ZA+l AJ.FA

:and from (24)
l A J.FA. =llsin ZA sec~ A+112 sin ZA cos ZA tan~ A sec~ A

Now l. may be written by (10) as follows
- ( 24 )-

/-'-:-sin q;> 0 =sin A('i"-/3)==sin q;> A -13 cos <p A
where /3='i"A-'i"o 1 then we have
AZFA==l A AFA=lsin ZA tan 'i"A
. -13Jsin ZA +12 sin ZA cos ZA tan 2 'i"A
From the spherical triangle PAF, we have for
..-....
the great circle intercept AF
A ZFA=lsin ZA tan <pA

y

. f

+~ sinZA coszA·(sec 2 'i"A +tan 2 q;>A)
2

Hence we obtain
AZFA- A zFA==-13lsin Z

0

12-sinZcosZ ..... , ............... (25)
--

Fig. 2
2
This is the difference of azimuths between straight line intercept and great circle '
intercept at their terminals, and error of same quantity m,ay be caused at the lines of
position plotted perpendicular to. these two intercepts at their terminals) respectively.

6. Line of Position and Circle of Position
Position line is a straight line on chart sheet and its difference from position circle
has been discussed by various authors for the case of Mercator chart. . For example,
Suzuki (1946) assumes that the position line forms a part of a great circle at the very
near part to the terminal of intercept, and gives the distance between the position
line and the position circle as follows
X =l:_ tan a D 2 +-1:. tan• a D~ ...................................·............... ,, ........... (26)
2
8
.
.

where X is the distance from a point on the position line to the position circle along
· a great circle perpendicular to the position line, a. is the altitude, of celestial object
and D is the distance between the intercept terminal and the intersection with the
other position line.. And it is well known that the difference between posit.ion line
and position circle can be generally allqwed, unless the altitude of the celestial object
is fairly high, namely a >60° .
Now in the previous section we have found that the difference between great circle
and its tangent may be negligible to the second order infinitesimal, therefore, in the
present case, the difference between the position line on the Lambert conformal conic
projection and position circle may be expressed by (26).
7. Final Effect to the Position
If we express the position of ship or aircraft by rectangular coordinates x and
y, error of the length of intercept and that of the direction of the position line, dl
and dZ, respectively, cause the following error to the position: ·
dx==(dlr sin Z 2 -dl2 sin z 1 +D 1 sin Z 2dZ1 -D2 sin Z 1dZ2 ) cosec (Z1 -Z2 ),
dy==(-dl1 cos Z 2 +dl2 cos Z 1 -D 1 cos Z 2dZ1 +D2 cos Z 1dZ 2 ) cosec (Z1 -Z2 ),
where D is the same quantity as used in (26), and suffixes 1 and 2 refer to two position
lines, respectively.
From these formulae we may adopt a quantity dl + D dZ as an indicator of
error of the positiOn. The error dl is composed of error caused by the change 'of
magnification and one caused by the displacement of intercept from great circle to
straight line. The former is expressed by (17) or (18), and the latter may be considered to be negligible to the s~cond order from the discussion in the section 4.
Since /3 in (25) can be as.sumed as an infinitesimal of first order, A,Z= A ZpAA ZFA in (25) may be a second order infinitesimal. lV,foreqver, D may also be assumed
as a first order infinitesimal. Hence, the effect to the· position due to the error of the
-( 25 )-

direction of position line may be a third order infinitesimal, which· we may neglect in
the present discussion.
Therefore, the :final error of the position is equal to or less than third order. Since
magnitudes of all the quantities I, D, p, a and f3 cannot be considered to exceed
about 120 miles, or 0.035 radian, the order of :final error of the position can be
estimated to be 10-', or a decimal of mile at most.
8; Conclusion. ,,
We have investigated the character of the position line plotted on the Lambert
conformal conic projection. Final error of the position of ship or aircraft can be
neglected, if we remain terms down to the second order infinitesimal.
Therefore, it may be recommended that the chart of the Lambert conformal conic
projection with two standard parallels, e.g. !CAO WAC one millionth, shall be used
for the astronomioal navigation for latitude lower than 80° by aircraft and ship.
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